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ABSTRACT - Transport Canada keeps a watchful eye on the waters under Canadian jurisdiction through its National Aerial Surveillance Program (NASP) using an integrated suite of remote sensors onboard fixed wing aircraft. This program primarily monitors for and documents infractions of the pollution prevention regulations; however, the scope of this program has expanded rapidly over the past few years. This has been evident during several national events where the NASP aircraft and crew have been deployed to support inland events including the wildfires in Fort McMurray. This study discusses the potential application of the NASP sensors, including Infrared/Ultraviolet (IR/UV) linescanner and Electro-optical Infrared (EO/IR) camera system, to support wildfire mapping. Data collected in the spring 2016 have demonstrated that this system is capable of mapping hotspot areas during overnight flights of wildfires.  However, this system is also capable of monitoring wildfire progression throughout the active burning period, with the unique capacity to downlink data products while inflight over the fire. Three of these aircraft are strategically positioned across Canada.  With some minor enhancements in data management and processing, these resources have great potential in becoming a national resource for hotspot mapping and tactical real-time fire behavior monitoring.



Overview

• What is the NASP?

• Capabilities of the NASP

• Support of Fort McMurray Wildfires

• R&D and Potential application
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National Aerial Surveillance Program

• Coast Guard pollution patrols commenced over the Great Lakes 

in 1968

• Coast Guard expanded aerial surveillance operations in 1991 to 

cover Atlantic and Pacific coasts, thus creating the NASP.

• In 2003, the NASP moved to Transport Canada.

• In 2005, acquired remote sensor suite

• The NASP is Transport Canada’s primary method for detecting 

illegal discharges at sea.

• Current partnership between TC Marine Safety and Security, TC 

ASD and Environment Canada (EC)  Marine Aerial 

Reconnaissance Team (MART) allows for multitasking and shared 

costs.

Accidental or intentional discharges of oilSteady increase in commercial shippingThe prevention of oiled wildlifeIdentification of vessels in marine protected areasOur department’s role in maritime securityEnsure public confidence in �Canada’s Transportation System



Marine Aerial Reconnaissance Team (MART)

• Group of Environment and Climate Change Canada 

– Canadian Ice Service employees who conduct 

the mission planning and execution on board TC 

NASP aircraft

• Created 2006 when the MSS-6000 was installed on 

the first Dash8 

• MART role: observe, analyze, record and report 

primarily maritime, but also land-based 

phenomena, from an aerial platform. 
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EC employees conduct the missions with TC pilots and TC AMEs



• Accidental or intentional discharges 

of oil

• Increase in AIS traffic

• The prevention of oiled wildlife

• Identification of vessels in marine 

protected areas

• Our department’s role in maritime 

security

• Ensure public confidence in 

Canada’s Transportation System

Why does TC Conduct Surveillance?
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Meets obligations to MARPOL to monitor Canadian waters for pollution Transport Canada works collaboratively with other government departments as National Defence, Fisheries and Oceans, Environment Canada, and Canadian Coast Guard to enforce the different mandates to protect the marine environment, enhance marine safety and security, and support economic development for the benefit of coastal communities and all CanadiansThe NASP falls under the responsibility of the Marine Safety Directorate.The  Rationalization for SurveillanceThis helps to reduce accidental or intentional discharges of oilIt mitigates the risks involved in the steady increase in commercial shippingThe prevention of oiled wildlifeIdentification of vessels in marine protected areasOur department’s role in maritime security
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3 TC Aircraft

• 3 teams that cover Canada’s 3 Oceans

• ~ 40 People across Canada

+ Private Industry contract aircraft 

• Provincial Airlines (PAL) 

• Surveillance in Newfoundland and Labrador

Program Resources

3 Aircraft – 3 Teams – 3 Oceans41 personnel  21 Pilots and Aircraft Maintenance Engineers  16 Surveillance Officers  4 Program Managers/Officers�2013/2014$7MIncluding cost recoveries2014/2015$9MIncluding cost recoveries



Location of the aircraft and the surveillance effort MART Pacific, MART Atlantic covering Maritimes, GL, NL – large area of coverage, and Even bigger still MART C&A the entire Arctic over 5 months



NASP Activities 

Search & Rescue 

/ Search & Assist
Ice 

Reconnaissance

Detection of 

Illegal Discharges

Emergency 

Response 

Participation In 

Exercises

Science

Air Quality 

Monitoring

Wildlife 

Monitoring

Fisheries Patrol

Marine Security

NATIONAL AERIAL 

SURVEILLANCE 

PROGRAM

Search and Rescue / Search and AssistDetection of Illegal DischargesEmergency Response (Deepwater Horizon)Ice ReconnaissanceMarine SecurityFisheries Patrol Wildlife MonitoringAir Quality MonitoringScienceParticipation In ExercisesTRANSITION TO FLIGHT PRIORITIES



Marine and land-based SAR support 

as secondary resource
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Search for downed aircraft 

in northern Quebec 2015

Search for downed 

Russian helicopter in 

Davis Strait 2015. 

provided ice data to 

response vessels

20 June 2015Plane crash over northern QuebecLast Known Position: 50 30.01N  070 23.21W
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Ice Reconnaissance

Tasked ice mission or emergency ice mission
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Support During Emergency Response Situations

May include events such as:

• Public Safety

• Ships stuck in ice

• Marine Casualties

• Floods

• Support to OGDs

• Response to Pollution Incidents

• Wildfires

The MX-15 camera and the live 

streaming video were vital 

with this operation



Support during Environmental 

Emergencies

• Lac Mégantic rail 

incident

• Gogama train 

derailment

Gogama train derailment – Live video to sitcen and NEECNASP has been tasked to other Emergencies in the recent months including train derailments and land based SAR – as a Martime surveillance system the remote sensors are not optimized for these taskings but these dedicated surveillance crews have been working with the remote sensor for 8 years and their expertise has allowed support these unusual situations. RCMP shooting in Moncton – aircraft airborne just before midnight to support search – within 1 hour they had used the MX-15 IR to find the suspect hiding in the trees, broadcast live video to the command post which we used to direct officers on the ground. Then using the laser illuminator to light up the scene for officers with NVG.  National interest and recognition for the efforts of the program. 
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Providing support during 

emergency response

Mapping the total spatial extent of surface oil over large 

areas like this example from 2010.

Support of Environmental Response situational awareness in near real time – in situ transmission of data and maps with oil extent to the incident command and to resources as needed.



Marine Security
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Migrant Vessels

Verifying that vessels inbound to 

Canada appear on an approved list

Identifying 

suspicious vessels

Daily flights send AIS info every 15 mins via email to. MSOC for Maritime Domain Awareness using the remote sensors continually to monitor for unusual behaviour from vessels



June 17, 2012 Incident
15

The Integrated Satellite Tracking 

of Pollution (ISTOP) Program 

Category 1AISTOP detected an anomaly originating from the Hibernia platform306 litre spill confirmed by the aircraft the next day.



June 17, 2012 Incident
16

Category 1A

ISTOP detected an anomaly 

originating from the Hibernia platform

306 litre spill confirmed by the aircraft 

the next day.

The Integrated Satellite Tracking 

of Pollution (ISTOP) Program 

Category 1AISTOP detected an anomaly originating from the Hibernia platform306 litre spill confirmed by the aircraft the next day.



Arctic Fisheries and Wildlife Monitoring

Polar bears, cariboo, whales, seals
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Marine Mammal Surveys

Whale Researches on board conducting transects to determine 

populations and 

Red = fin whale

Orange = large unidentified whale or like fin whale or unidentified 

baleen whale

Yellow = humpback 

Blue stars = blue whale
Smaller yellow star = baird’s beaked whale

Purple = sperm whale

Grey = Risso’s dolphin, pacific white sided dolphin, northern right 

whale dolphin and all other dolphin/porpoise

Black - killer whale

Lime green = grey whale

White = Cuvier’s beaked whale

Blue whale sightings first ones since the end of the whale records as they are 80 to +120 nm off shore and these were sighted in Dec – March so in seasons not conducive for whale surveys by vessels.TRANSITION TO Summary of NASP program and what is done to support the inspectors



MSS-6000 and MX-15

Capabilities of the NASP with the 

Surveillance System

SLAR, IR/UV, MX-15



IR/UVEO/IR

SLAR

Cameras

AIS SATCOM

NASP Surveillance System Components

We will look at each sensor and how they are used to provide evidence for a legal prosecution of pollutionMaritime Surveillance System (MSS6000) is comprised of six components/sensorsSide Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) – oil detectionElectro-optical Infrared Camera System (EO/IR) – source identificationInfrared / Ultraviolet Line Scanner (IR/UV) – oil analysisDigital Still & Video Camera Systems – evidence supportAutomatic Identification System  (AIS) – evidence supportSatellite Communication System  – communication to the groundAll available in near real time with satcom and livestreamingSLAR - Primary sensor for anomaly and target detection All Weather Radar 100 nm swath for vessel detection   expands window of opportunity for SurveillanceUV/IR Line Scanner – mainly an investigation tool. Swath width = 300 - 500 m  Detects temperature differences  In addition to oil response this is also being used in other Countries for Border Enforcement Electro Optical Infrared (EO/IR) Camera System (A.K.A. FLIR)identification and analysis of targets from greater stand off ranges (70 nm vessel type) - during day or night - positive subject identification - (ship names and deck hands) in very low light situations target identification - covert operations – view subjects on  vessel’s deck from over 7000’Digital Still & Video Camera Systems -  Provides documentation of identified targets Automated Identification System (AIS) Transponder Receiver – Obtains detailed vessel information from SOLAS ships  Assists in prioritizing targets - optimize mission efficiency, all SOLAS ships over300 tonnes currently and by 2008 all domestic ships over 500 T. Information can be provided to clients in near real timeData Transmission System - Satellite 2 way uplink / downlink system INMARSAT (Swift 64 X 4 Channel = 256 KBYTE) Completes the system and makes the aircraft “office operable” while airborne



All sensors integrated with a moving map and AIS receiver. The system is connected to SATCOM satellite communication system so that all data are available in near real time.For legal prosecution, all data are gathered by the system, georeferenced and maintained in a mission file.Let’s look at each of the sensors, how they work and what they are used for.TRANSITION TO SCAM



GPS Annotated Data:

• Mission #: TC951_2010_086

• Date: 2011-03-23

• Time: 16:41:25

• Latitude: N44°15.05

• Longitude: W123°29.49

• Altitude: 1489 ft

• Speed: 202.0 kts

• Image #: 0026

Digital Still & Video Camera Systems

Data annotation reduces the requirement for manual input and therefore reduces the risk of error.Evidence - Positive id of vessel in a given location in time also document activity at the time.
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DISTINCTIVE RAINBOW 

COLOUR PATTERN

Documenting Hydrocarbons on the Water

COLOURS  BECOME MORE 

TERRA-COTTA AND 

TURQUOISE AS THICKNESS 

INCREASES

Documenting the pollution from many anglesData annotation reduces the requirement for manual input and therefore reduces the risk of error.We lost a case in NL once because an operator made a mistake with the position….





Black oil in silty water. We document the spill and what was observed.



Images for Wildfire support
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Images from May 8, SUR2016039 (Day 2 for SUR)Total extent of the burn scar, active burn (smoldering) areas, pyrocum and smoke monitoringWhat other images are of interest for fire response?



Wildfire Support – Damage Assessment
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damage assessment: infrastructure (given coordinates, check and document ______). Power lines, rail lines, airports, main roads etcDamage to private property.Transition to EO/IR



Electro Optical Infrared (EO/IR)

WESCAM MX 15 EO/IR – 4 sensors

• Infrared Camera w/ high 

magnification 4 step zoom

• Colour Daylight Camera with 

continuous Zoom Lens (EOW)

• Dual Channel Spotter Lens – Fixed 

focal length (Daylight Camera & Low 

Light Camera) (EON)

• Laser illuminated Night Spotter 
(Illuminates the target in total 

darkness)

Recording, target positioning, marking targets, Live streaming video



• Primary use:  Identification and analysis of targets from far away.

• Secondary use:  To document (stored frames or video clips) targets for 

the records, both day and night, & during conditions of reduced visibility.

• Covert Operation:  Positive

subject identification (ship names) 

in total darkness

Images from this system can be

live streamed, recorded and still 

images taken

Electro Optical Infrared (EO/IR)



Positive ID of vessel and location, monitor activities on deck
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Example Lets revisit the M/T ChampionInvestigation and documentation of a known/suspected source spill – M/T Champion
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Example Lets revisit the M/T ChampionInvestigation and documentation of a known/suspected source spill – M/T Champion



M/T Champion Identification of the vessel and activities



Tasking to Support Wood Buffalo Wildfire
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Visual image on the left and IR image on the right of the hot spots of the fireMap the extent of the fire visually with marked targets and draw a line.



• See what crew see while 

they are overhead

• Available to select TC and 

OGD staff

• Not secure

• Stream only when 

required as it is expensive

• Requires small software 

package to be installed

on computer or ipad

Live Streaming Video

35

For response to incidents live streaming available to OGD.TRANSITION TO IRUV



IR/UV Line Scanner

• Detects oil on surface. 

(IR) - thicker sections 

(UV) - extent of oil spill

• Data are georeferenced 

• Used to map spatial 

extent of oil spills and 

get area of coverage

• Draw polygon around the 

oil 

• Assists in determining 

where are the heaviest 

concentrations of oil

IR UV

Used for mappingUV Shows total spatial extent of spill as oil has high reflectively of UV radiation even at very thin filmsIR – senses irradiance or radiated energy - IR shows thickest oil parts and also relative temperature differences For light spills and think oil we only see return in the UV even to very thin oil. 





Resolution and swath of the sensor are altitude dependen the higher the aircraft the wider the swath and larger the pixel size (lower resolution)



Area 1.4 km2 Coverage 70 C=30%, D=40%, E=30% = 455 LNO IR/UV for the MT Champion as the as the SLAR recorded the pollution so well and it was over a large area. Transition to MARATHASA data 



NASP IR imagery – Night 

time fire mapping 

40

Active fire observed with the IR line scanner hot – water also visible in the imagery to the right tear drop.Aircraft at 9500ft so 8000ft above the surface – resolution ~14 x 14 mTaken 20160511_SUR2016041 line 501. Night flight for fire mapping   - clear skies –minimal cloud distortion      We will revisit this imagery in more detail in a few minutes.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 



Microwave energy is reflected by microscopic waves on the ocean 

surface when enough wind is present.  The lack of wind and these 

“capillary waves” prevents backscatter from returning to the SLAR 

antennas, thus creating a darker appearance on the display.

Swath width with visual surveillance (Naked Eye)

- 4 nm (2 nm each side)

Swath width using SLAR 

- 90 nm (45 nm each side) – vessels

- 30 nm (15 nm each side) – oil detection

- 80 nm (40 nm each side) – strip map ice

Increases effectiveness by expanding window of opportunity for 

Surveillance. Can be used during conditions of reduced visibility.

Side Looking Aerial Radar (SLAR)

The SLAR is the Primary Sensor for anomaly and target detection.Huge improvement in the amount of area covered per surveillance patrol.Great tool for situation awareness and works very well as an integrated tool with other system components.Night surveillance – biggest improvement – we can now conduct surveillance Day or Night, darkness does not affect the quality of the data.



SLAR target - Outbound 

tanker

SLAR anomaly/oil slick



SLAR target - Outbound 

tanker

SLAR anomaly/oil

M/T Champion Identification of the vessel and activitiesAdd recorded radio communications with the vessel. Video recording of the incident. Satcom call to the on duty inspectorTRANSITION TO MULTITASKED AIRCRAFT



SLAR target - Outbound 

tanker

SLAR anomaly/oil

M/T Champion Identification of the vessel and activitiesAdd recorded radio communications with the vessel. Video recording of the incident. Satcom call to the on duty inspectorTRANSITION TO MULTITASKED AIRCRAFT



Wood Buffalo Fire Support – Day 1

• Vancouver to Edmonton – picked 

up Dr. Josh Johnston (Forest Fire 

Research Scientist, Natural 

Resources Canada)

• Conducted early evening overflight 

(daylight) – gathered video, still 

images and some IR legs converted 

to GEOTIFFs
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Multi-modal incident meetings – dirty flights, so use the NASP as a source of – updates from GOC, provide the 8 for updates, Natural Resource Manager request to see if we could help and they provided Josh to help - Due to incident of National Significance and multi-modal aspect of the incident . Hesitation – so much mis-information no one could decide if the plane should go or not. Once on the ground in Edmonton and meeting up with Josh, the uncertainty of which ICP/GOC/SITCEN/Ops Centre to report in to continued and we had to make our own decisions that first day to accomplish a flight. Once that first flight was accomplished though, we started getting feedback from the crew as to what worked and didn’t work, as well as NRCAN feedback that the GeoTIFF’s were working for them.How did we get tasked to support Fort McMurray? Due to incident of National Significance? When was it decided we would go – On standby for 2? days. Friday late afternoon Headquarters tasked NASP to go. Departed Saturday morning.First few days command did not know what the aircraft could do nor the crews what was needed and how to help. By Day 3 specific taskings were sent but the data requirements/formating transfer still needed to be worked out. All data were sent in raw format to the command centre – GEOTIFFS resolution not high enough, images had turns and staff in the ICP did not have time to process the files to make them useful to the response.



Wood Buffalo Fire Support – Day 2

• Conducted early evening overflight of Fort 

McMurray for IR scanning (daylight) 

• Gathered video, still images and IR data 

converted to GEOTIFFs. 

• Procedures needed to be refined to 

enhance data and also image resolution 

needed to be addressed.
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Conducted daylight hours flight again – focus on IR mapping of the urban areas. Images taken of damage and infrastructure.Cloud deck pushed up lower <5000ft so reduce the width of scan and impinge on the airspace below being used to fight the fire wiith airborne assets



Wood Buffalo Fire Support – Day 3 

Tasking Received

47

Official tasking received from the command centre on Day 3 – request night flight with fire mapping using IR and hotspot mappingDay 3 we were tasked to night-time flying but made that hard decision not to fly due to cloud layer levels.NASP procedures 



Tasking results
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IR Line scans

Hot spot mapping

Night flight conducted over the city – area of interest are the pink polygonsMap with IR scannerIdentify and map hotspots in the urban areasCompleted in flight



Hotspot map made inflight
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Over townsite many hotspots – IR images available for each spot as well as video of the entire “search”Points available in text file for GIS input (conversion from Deg min.ss to Deg.min required)Accuracy of points Link images to the location in command centre (sask example)



Hotspot map made inflight
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Over townsite many hotspots – IR images available for each spot as well as video of the entire “search”Points available in text file for GIS input (conversion from Deg min.ss to Deg.min required)Accuracy of points Link images to the location in command centre (sask example)
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Camera – auto adjusts for the scene  - note oversaturation on the right but also fire throughout the forest



Tasking Expectations

• What data are expected? What format? 

• Raw data versus processed data

• Inflight (near real time) or post-processed
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Data processing conducted after the incident as an example of what can be provided from the NASP data. Each hot spot has an associated image of the scene observed.Need to determine a means to make these images and the hotspot points more relevant to command centre and responders. Example from Sask river response.
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Target 152 Image 153 Try GEOsetter for this flight for exampleTaken at 9377 ft – 1200 ft so 8000ft above surface - 
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Night time monitoring – in this case a fire truck. MX-15 can track moving objects and can be used to support law enforcement in these incidents



Wood Buffalo Fire Support – Day 

4-5 Tasking

55

Official tasking received from the command centre on Day 4-5 – request night flight with fire mapping using IR. We were providing raw, unprocessed IR imagery of good quality to the ICP along with images but there was still processing to be done on the files and no one with time and experience to do so. 



Raw, unprocessed IR imagery
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20160511_SUR2016041 image 701But the resolution was good from 9500ft (so 8000ft above the surface) res ~ 14x14mFire is the bright white parts of the imageHOW does NASP get from here to next slide end product



How does NASP get here?
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Data processing through R&D funding. This is not the expertise of the NASP/MART but the capabilities are there.Exampleshttp://www.itres.com/tag/mwir/ http://wildfiretoday.com/tag/infrared/ New south wales australiaDepends on the client – what data are required and in what format



NASP Capability - IR Night time 

fire mapping 
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Active fire observed with the IR line scanner hot – water also visible in the imagery to the right tear drop.Aircraft at 9500ft so 8000ft above the surface – resolution ~14 x 14 mTaken 20160511_SUR2016041 line 501. Night flight for fire mapping   - clear skies –minimal cloud distortion                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       



Process imagery
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Orthorectify the image to terrain modelMask for water and other known objects Find threshold and classify the pixels for active fire SEE NEXT image



Process imagery
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Orthorectify the image to terrain modelMask for water and other known objects Find threshold and classify the pixels for active fire SEE NEXT image



Processed imagery 
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Select classified cellsCreate a new layer with these selects “Intensely burning area”Classify pixels - 
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NASP IR imagery – Day 

time fire mapping 

Imagery 20160512_SUR2016042 – Day time flight late afternoon during active burning period. challenges in the imagery Fire more distinct, water emitting less, but cloud cover to deal with. Previous image fairly simple – now more complex. Water not as bright – fire intense alos have cloud cover to contend with



Composite Image with GIS layers
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Can use the UV band to remove the noise in the data as here we see the blue is cloud cover which can be removed from the analysis



Fire Progression Mapping
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Daytime active fire burn – 1500 ish 20160512_SUR2016042 301 and 901. Approximately 1 hour later



Fire Progression Mapping
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1 Hour later

~750 m advance/1 hr

Daytime active fire burn – 1500 ish 20160512_SUR2016042 301 and 901. Approximately 1 hour later



Fire 
mapping

Process, 
orthorectify and 

mask raw imagery

Determine and run 
cell classification

Build maps of 
active fire burning 

Provide products 
useable to 

command centre 
and responders in a 

timely fashion. 
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Hot Spot 
mapping

Georeference hot 
spots

Associate spots to 
images

Create maps and 
image catalogue / 
database for easy 

reference by 
command or 
responders

Masking for water, cloud other distortions urban areas in the imageryMapping – hot spots, fire progression during the active burn, Hot spot mapping from MX-15



Fire 
mapping

Process, 
orthorectify and 

mask raw imagery

Determine and run 
cell classification

Build maps of 
active fire burning 

Provide products 
useable to 

command centre 
and responders in a 

timely fashion. 
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Hot Spot 
mapping

Georeference hot 
spots

Associate spots to 
images

Create maps and 
image catalogue / 
database for easy 

reference by 
command or 
responders

Tasking

Masking for water, cloud other distortions urban areas in the imageryMapping – hot spots, fire progression during the active burn, Hot spot mapping from MX-15



Fire 
mapping

Process, 
orthorectify and 

mask raw imagery

Determine and run 
cell classification

Build maps of 
active fire burning 

Provide products 
useable to 

command centre 
and responders in a 

timely fashion. 
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Hot Spot 
mapping

Georeference hot 
spots

Associate spots to 
images

Create maps and 
image catalogue / 
database for easy 

reference by 
command or 
responders

Tasking Client Need?

Masking for water, cloud other distortions urban areas in the imageryMapping – hot spots, fire progression during the active burn, Hot spot mapping from MX-15



Fire 
mapping

Process, 
orthorectify and 

mask raw imagery

Determine and run 
cell classification

Build maps of 
active fire burning 

Provide products 
useable to 

command centre 
and responders in a 

timely fashion. 
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Hot Spot 
mapping

Georeference hot 
spots

Associate spots to 
images

Create maps and 
image catalogue / 
database for easy 

reference by 
command or 
responders

Tasking Client Need?

R&D

Masking for water, cloud other distortions urban areas in the imageryMapping – hot spots, fire progression during the active burn, Hot spot mapping from MX-15



What we have – what we need

Have:

• Deployable aircraft with crew

• IR/UV linescanner

• EO/IR camera

Can get raw remote sensed data

Need to: 

• Gauge stakeholders (clients) interest

• What can we do above and beyond private industry  

• R&D to process files and streamline for operational use

• Need to develop SOPs and training for operators in data 

acquisition and processing
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Georef, classify the imagery and determine Whats trhe needs above and beyond that industry can provideWe will not compl



Future Initiatives

If this resource is of interest for wildfire support:

• Seek funding for R&D 

• Possibly upgrade equipment (MX-15 and/or 

linescanner)
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Apply for R&D funding to develop data processing and products desired by clientsApply for funding for upgraded IR sensors and/or MX-15



Kim Pearce MSc.

Expert Technologist, Marine Aerial Reconnaissance Team (MART)

Environment  and Climate Change Canada

kim.pearce@canada.ca

Office: (604) 666-3927 Cell: (604) 787-2046

Thank You
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Transport Canada Chief, Intelligence, Surveillance and 

Reconnaissance

louis.armstrong@tc.gc.ca

Cell: (613) 290-0176

Joshua M. Johnston, PhD

Forest Fire Research Scientist, Natural Resources Canada 

Canadian Forest Service,  Great Lakes Forestry Centre 

Office: (705) 541-5548 

Joshua.Johnston@canada.ca

mailto:Joshua.Johnston@canada.ca
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Mission Planning for Wildfire -

IR/UV Scanner

Altitude Swath Pixel 

Resolution 

1500ft ~ 750 m 3 x 3 m

8000ft ~ 4km 14 x 14 m
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Flight/mission plan needs to consider what the goal of the mission is and the terrain/environment. Urban versus rural – need for high versus low resolution versus swath dependant on area to be covered and flight length (up to 6 hours)
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